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Our applicants

This year we had over $82,000 in applications that included

17 projects. Our applicants ranged from music and theatre,

to creative writing and interactive art. The applicants had a

variety of experience levels from brand new applicants to

seasoned grant writers.

What we did this year

Having run this grant award for many years now, we have

steadily improved the process each year for both the

applicants as well as the jury. This year, we continued to

work with the SCF on a co-developed marketing scheme

which included online and print ads with the Squamish Chief

and ran an online town hall to better educate the public on

how the two streams are similar, how the differ, and how to

write a more successful grant for either stream. Projects

were adjudicated in March (for 2021 funding) and

November (for 2022 funding) of this year as the project

dates were moved to reflect a calendar year. This means

SAC will be receiving final reports for two ACG cycles at

the same time and has created a system to keep up with the

simultaneous reporting. 
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Our Jury and Their Task

04

Our jury is comprised of local volunteers and Squamish Arts
Council Board members who all have a vested interest in seeing
our community thrive. We are always working to increase diversity
in this committee and will continue to do so each year.

SAC staff vetted the applicants by first confirming with the SCF
that there were no double applicants but one applicant from the
SCF stream was better suited for an ACG and was moved to the
SAC adjudication process. We then combed the applications for
errors or missed information. We gave applicants the opportunity
to correct their applications and used this as a teachable moment. 
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Our Jury and Their Task
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Each jury member received a packet containing a scoring matrix
and links to all the relevant information, including application,
budget, letters of support, and publications.
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Funding Scenarios

Once the scores were in, we created multiple scenarios in order to
determine how we could have the biggest impact. The scenarios looked
at awarding projects above and below the average of all projects.
Additionally, scenarios explored project maximums for the highest asks.
The final scenario looked at giving full funding to all projects that were
above the average score and under a $5,500 ask then dividing the
remaining funds for the most expensive projects based on their scoring.
The chosen model most closely represents the last scenario with one
exception. The Squamish Nature Learner's project award matches the
artist fees in their budget as the remaining expenses weren't identifiable
to match the grant's allowable expense criteria. 
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Our Shortlisted
Candidates
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Next Steps
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DOS approval of the applicants 1

SAC sends out award packages including DOS and
SAC logos, report forms and award letters to be
signed.

2

Once signed letters are received, SAC sends out
cheques

2

SAC announces the grant recipients in January 20222
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Next Steps for the Grant
Process
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1 SAC has previously adjudicated grants a specific time frame. At the
request of the DOS, both SAC and SCF will now move timelines to the
end of the year. This means we are following up on final reports for
two grant cycles and beginning a new cycle this upcoming year. 

1

January 1 - December 31, 2022: ACG 2022 projects running

April 30: Last day to finish projects for ACG 2021

June 30: Last final report for ACG 2021 due

October 1: ACG 2023 applications launch

November 5: Community Enhancement Town Hall with SCF

November 11: Community Enhancement Grant deadling

November 14: SAC and SCF meet to check for duplicates 

November 15 - 29: SAC committee juries the applications

November 30: Shortlisted candidates to Sarah/ DOS staff for approval

Dec 14: Recipients notified

December 31, 2022 | January 1, 2023: End of ACG 2022 year and 
beginning of ACG 2023

March 1, 2023: Last final report for ACG 2022 due
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